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FREE “Gold Open Access” publishing under RSC’s “Gold for Gold” initiative.

As a subscribing institution to RSC’s Gold Package, UCF Libraries has a limited number of vouchers to offer UCF researchers for open access publishing on a first-come/first-served basis. Each voucher code can be used to publish a communication, full paper, or review under RSC’s Gold Open Access option, without paying the normal article publication fee.

To request a voucher, complete the UCF Libraries online application at http://library.ucf.edu/ScholarlyCommunication/GoldForm.php. Each requestor is eligible for a single voucher in 2014 which must be used before December 31, 2014.

John C. Hitt Library’s New Book Section

Located on the main floor of the library next to the Knowledge Commons, the new book section will feature new arrivals at the library each month. Check out our new titles at http://ucf.catalog.fcla.edu/cf.jsp?fa=subset_facet%3ANew\+Titles\[CF\]. Remember you can find items in the library’s online catalog at http://library.ucf.edu.

Early Access Articles

Do you know that IEEE articles are posted online before they are published in print? These articles have passed through all editorial processes, including peer review. These “Early Access Articles” are not retrieved if you search Google or Google Scholar. Stay on top of the game, login to http://library.ucf.edu to access the latest articles.
Instructional Services Options

Do you want your students to have an introduction to using the UCF Libraries, or maybe more in-depth help from a librarian? Here are some of your Library Instruction options, including face-to-face and online tools.

Face-to-face Library Instruction – Bring your class to the library, or we’ll come to you!
Embedded librarians – Have a librarian IN your Webcourse.
Information Literacy Modules – 15 existing modules covering appropriate information gathering, evaluating, and usage.
Canvas Course “Introduction to Library Research Strategies” – A stand-alone Canvas library skills course that concentrates on the basics of using the UCF Libraries to find needed resources.

For more information go to http://library.ucf.edu/Reference/Instruction/

YES, we subscribe to the following databases and more...

The second issue of Illuminations: a Newsletter for New Faculty is now available. This issue features new articles by Dr. Douglas Walls (Writing & Rhetoric) and Carrie Moran (Libraries) about their research interests. Ven Basco (Libraries) contributed a special feature about H-index, a citation metric that researchers can use to measure the impact of their publications. Also included are news items from the FCTL, the OUR, The Libraries, and the Center for Successful Women Faculty (CSWF) and Diversity Initiatives. If you know someone whose work you would like to see showcased here, please contact the editors, John Venecek & Renee Montgomery.